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Passionate about packaging
If you are looking for a well established company that specialise in the 
development of dangerous goods packaging solutions, don’t take our 
word for it….

…knowledgeable and at every  
stage our demands were met with
constructive advice and guidance.

 The final product delivered above
expectations and fully compliant with 

UN regulations.

…the assembly instructions are brilliant 
thank you, and talking us through 

what we needed was great.
…I was very impressed 

with your customer service 
and quick response so I 
won’t be hesitating to 

come back to you
 in the future.



Air Sea Containers have been providing  
packaging for the transport of dangerous  
goods for over 37 years. In that time we  
have developed a range of off the shelf  
pre-approved and custom made solutions 
that give a great range of benefits.

If you cannot find what you are looking for, Air Sea is on hand to help.

• Expert knowledge
• Free advice & Technical support
• Worldwide locations

Air Sea Custom Made can provide you with a unique solution  
that fits your exact requirements.

We understand the transport regulations  
and can guide you through the process.



We’ll arrange a time that is convenient with you to  
discuss, either face-to-face or over the telephone, 
what it is you’re shipping, as well as all of the 
variables involved, such as the mode of transport, 
substance type(s) being shipped, external  
environments and so on.

Then, based on your answers, we’ll 
use our expert understanding of the 

regulations to give you a range of  
options explaining the pros and cons  

of each. We’ll explain the stages  
involved and once you’re  

happy to proceed we’ll  
get straight to work on  
a solution that is  
economic, effective 
and compliant.

We’ll start the design 
process and present 
you with some prototype 
samples.
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The Process



Once you’re happy with the  
look and feel of the packaging 
we’ve proposed, we’ll start the  
testing process in order to make 
sure it complies with regulations 
and, where applicable, gain  
UN certification.

After approval has been granted, we’ll 
manufacture the packaging for you and 
either ship it to your premises, or keep a 
stock of it in our warehouse - whichever 
you prefer.

Lastly, we’ll provide you with instructions 
on how to package your goods safely 
and in-line with the way they were  
tested. And, if you would like, we can 
provide on-site training for you and 
your team, as well as instructional  
videos.
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Contact us today     
+44 (0) 151 653 1500       

uk@airseadg.com     

airseadg.com

For further information 
about our Custom  
Made packaging service, 
contact us today!


